TRAVEL-DIARY
of our conversation, he mentioned casually that he had
been on the Panay at the time of the incident. Thrilled and
goggling, we were prepared to hang upon his words; but
he was bored and tired—homesick, weary of China and the
war. He was giving Canton its last chance. If a real story
didn't; break within a fortnight, he'd do his best, he said,
to get sent back to the. States. We retired, not wishing to
bother him further, and viewed him from a respectful clis-
tanee? with awe. A disillusioned journalist is the Bvron,
the romantic Hamlet of our modern world.
It was very hot. As we approached Canton, the scenery
reminded us of the Severn Valley—there were willows and
fruit-trees; an old country house Muncling within a walled
garden had the sadness and charm of a mortgaged English
estate. Great junks passed us. They resembled Elizabethan
galleons, towering up sheer out of the water, architectural,
richly carved, top-heavy. They were dangerously crowded
with passengers, and, apparently, sailing backwards. Even
a little green gunboat seemed uniquely Chinese, with its
vslemler, quaintly tall funnels—less like a warship than
some exotic sort of water-beetle. On the deck of a British
steamer, a man in white ducks was practising drives with
a golf-club. Warehouses began to crowd along the banks;
many of them had Union Jacks, swastika^ or Stars and
Stripes painted upon their roofs* We imagined a comic
drawing of a conscientious* Japanese observer looking
clown in perplexity from a bombing-plane upon a wilder*
ness of neutral flags, and finally espying a tiny, unpro-
tected Chinese patch: *D<m*t you think1', he says, *we might
be able to fit a little one in, just there?*
Canton has two 8emi*skyscraper& which first appear, at
some distance* rising above the fields. The river near the
lancting-stages was infested with launches* sampans* and
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